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Essay

Are Materialistic Scientists Biased?
Himangsu S. Pal*
ABSTRACT
Materialistic scientists consider multiverse as highly probable, because mathematics of inflation
theory suggests there may be other universes. But these same scientists refuse to consider God as
probable, although in this case also there is the mathematical support of Special Relativity
behind this God. This shows that some materialistic scientists are heavily biased and partial in
their search for truth. If one supports the claim made by the materialistic scientists about the
probable existence of the multiverse, then how will he/she oppose our claim about the probable
existence of God without being partial and biased?
Keywords: Special relativity, light, spaceless, timeless, materialist, God.
Mathematical equations of Special Relativity and their implications are very simple to
understand. One’s limited intelligence is sufficient for that purpose and not much help from the
big peers is required in this case. These equations show that at the speed of light time totally
stops and that even infinite distance becomes zero for light. For light this universe is zero
millimeters long and light takes zero time for traversing the entire span of the universe, starting
from its one end to the other end. If certain portion of space is filled up with light only, then due
to these properties of light volume of that space will be zero and time will also stop there. As
zero volume means no space, so in this way a spaceless and timeless state will obtain.
If the entire universe is filled up with light only, then in that case the volume of the entire
universe will also be zero. That is why it can be said that Special Relativity has shown how it is
possible to be spaceless and timeless. As God is called spaceless and timeless and as Special
Relativity has also shown how it is possible to be spaceless and timeless, so from this it can also
be said that mathematics of Special Relativity suggests it is highly probable that there is a God.
Here we are not at all claiming that mathematics of Special Relativity shows that there is a God.
Rather, we are merely saying that mathematics of Special Relativity suggests it is highly
probable that there is a God. So nobody should misunderstand us here, either intentionally or
unintentionally.
This case is exactly similar to the case of the multiverse. Up till now there is no demonstrable
evidence that there are other universes beyond our universe. But there is the inflation theory and
its mathematical equations. Here materialistic scientists claim that the equations of inflation
theory suggest that it is highly probable that there are other universes. If equations of inflation
theory can suggest that probably there are other universes, then following the path taken by the
materialistic scientists we can also equally claim here that equations of Special Relativity suggest
that probably there is a God.
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Materialistic scientists consider multiverse as highly probable, because mathematics of inflation
theory suggests there may be other universes. But these same scientists refuse to consider God as
probable, although in this case also there is the mathematical support of Special Relativity
behind this God. This shows that some materialistic scientists are heavily biased and partial in
their search for truth.
If one supports the claim made by the materialistic scientists about the probable existence of the
multiverse, then how will he/she oppose our claim about the probable existence of God without
being partial and biased?
I think the biggest “blunder”science has committed is this: It has shown how it is possible to be
spaceless and timeless. Why? This is because when theists bring their God in the picture at all,
they bring him in as the creator of the universe, not as a mere observer. As universe primarily
means its space, time, matter and energy, so God as the supposed creator of the universe is the
creator of space, time, matter and energy. That means before creation by God there cannot be
any space, time, matter and energy. That will further mean the creator God can never be in any
space and time and neither can the creator God contain any matter or energy. That is why creator
of the universe will always necessarily have to be spaceless, timeless and immaterial; it can
never be otherwise. So once scientists have shown how it is possible to be spaceless and
timeless, they will no longer be able to convince us that this spaceless and timeless God cannot
exist. All their efforts will be futile and all their arguments against this creator God will fall on
deaf ears only.
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